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ABSTRACT 
There are two ways to introduce the notion of frequency response for sampled-data 
systems. One is based on the so-called lifting, and the other based on an interpretation 
of steady-state response in terms of impulse modulation. This paper proves the 
equivalence of these two notions; in particular, it establishes a more direct link of the 
second approach to the H” norm, and also provides the first approach with a natural 
interpretation of steady-state response as an infinite sum of sinusoidal signals. This 
study also leads to a comprehensive account of impulse modulation from the lifting 
viewpoint. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of frequency response plays a crucial role in evaluating the 
performance of time-invariant continuous-time systems. This is based upon 
the fundamental property that if we apply a sinusoidal input to a time-in- 
variant stable continuous-time system, then the output is also a sinusoid with 
the same frequency with phase shift and gain change. This property is directly 
connected to the physical interpretation of the steady-state response, and is 
particularly effective in identification and analysis of the oscillatory nature of 
systems. 
The basic objective in sampled-data systems is to control continuous-time 
plants via discrete-time controllers. Therefore, it is more natural to evaluate 
its performance in continuous time, and this has been indeed the driving 
force for the recent interest in the study of sampled-data systems with 
built-in inter-sample behavior: [5, 4, 7, 8, 3, 13, 12, 15, 171, just to name a few. 
In this respect, and particularly for W-type design, it is more desirable to 
evaluate the system performance in terms of the frequency response of the 
system in the continuous-time behavior. 
There is, however, a conceptual difficulty. If we take intersample behavior 
into account, the state transition is time-varying, and the notion of steady-state 
response to sinusoidal inputs is not directly at hand. Suppose that we apply a 
sinusoid sin wt to a sampled-data system Z with sampling period h. If we 
sample sin ot, the resulting signal at sampled instants is {sin okh]T=,, and 
this is not even periodic unless w and h synchronize (i.e., kwh = 2nr for 
some n, k). Therefore, the notion of steady-state response against sinusoidal 
inputs is nontrivial to justify, and so is the frequency response. 
Recently, two approaches have been proposed to overcome this difficulty. 
One is based upon the so-called lifting techniques [I9], which is to view 
sampled-data systems as time-invariant systems by extending the input and 
output spaces to function spaces. In this way, the time-varying nature of 
sampled-data systems is absorbed into parameters of operators acting upon 
function spaces, so that the resulting system may be viewed as time-invariant, 
thereby allowing for such time-invariant notions as transfer functions. The 
other approach [l, 21 utilizes the impulse modulation formula and uses the 
fact that if a sinusoidal input ejwt is applied, then the corresponding output 
of the sampled-data system is expressed as-instead of a function proportion- 
al to the original e jut--an infinite sum of its sideband components 
2 y,, exp[j( w + 2nr/h)t]. With this expansion, an 12-type induced norm is 
introduced. 
What is left open is their mutual relationship. This paper establishes the 
relationships between the two approaches and proves that the notions of 
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frequency response defined by the two methods are identical. This also gives 
rise to a useful relation among various system concepts and techniques. On 
one hand, it gives rise to the interpretation of alias effects in the frequency 
response in the first method: it appears as the totality of all sideband 
components related to the chosen particular angular frequency. This is 
perhaps better understood in the second method. On the other hand, the 
present study exhibits a clearer interpretation of the relationship of the 
second method to Fourier series, and establishes a direct connection with the 
H" norm. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic model 
via lifting and transfer operators. Section 3 gives two independent notions of 
frequency response and their gain functions, and establishes their equiva- 
lence. Section 4 derives some concrete formulas for the frequency response- 
operator, which have been derived via impulse modulation formulas, for two 
fundamental cases. 
NOTATION AND CONVENTION. The notation is quite standard. The sam- 
pling period is denoted by h. L2[0, h] and L2[0, 03) are the spaces of 
Lebesgue square-integrable functions on [O, h] and 10, m>, respectively. In 
general, we omit superscripts to denote the dimension of the range spaces. So 
we write simply L2[0, h] instead of ( L2[0, h])“, etc. Likewise, Z2 is the space 
of (vector-valued) square-summable sequences. When we need to show 
explicitly the space X where such sequences take their values, we write 1; 
instead. For a vector x E R”, its Euclidean norm will be denoted by Ix 1, to 
make clear the distinction with the L2 norm. In contrast, if we write llqll, it 
will usually denote an L2 (or Z2) norm, or the operator norm induced by it. 
C[O, h] denotes the space of continuous functions on [0, h]. Laplace and 
z-transforms are denoted by _Yl q](s) and Z[ q](z), respectively. When no 
confusion can arise, we may also write G(s), e(z), depending on the context. 
2. MODELS VIA LIFTING 
We review the basic framework and some facts about the function-space 
model for sampled-data systems as introduced in [17], 1151, and later [3I. The 
idea of lij&ng consists in associating, to each function p defined on [O, m), a 
function-space-valued sequence {c&‘= 1 via the correspondence 
9: cp e {~~};=i: ~~(0) := cp((k - 1)h + 0). (I) 
The k th element represents in general an intersample signal at the kth step. 
When considered over L2[0, m), this mapping gives rise to a norm-preserving 
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isomorphism between L’[O, m) and Zi2t0, hl, where the latter is equipped with 
the norm 
Consider now a continuous-time system 
i(t) = A,x(t) + B,u(t), (2) 
y(t) = Ccx(t)- (3) 
At the kth sampling instant kh, take x,(0) as state-i.e., its past history on 
((k - Oh, khl-and similarly, take u,(e) and ~~(8) as input and output 
(L2[0, h&valued) sequences. Since (2) yields 
x(kh + 0) = eAce x(kh) + /‘e “J”-“Bcu( kh + T) do, 
0 
this continuous-time system can be described by 
xk+l(o) = e *ceShxk( 0) + /eeAc(eer)B,uk+l(7) d7, 
0 
Yk(O) = CcXk(O), 
where 6, : (C[O, h])” -+ R” is a continuous linear functional acting upon 
x E (C[O, h])” as Shx = x(h), i.e., the sampling operation at h. This shows 
that, regarding 8 as a parameter, the continuous-time system above can be 
described by a time-invariant discrete-time equation. It has infinite-dimen- 
sional input and output spaces, but in return, we may view the system as 
time-invariant. With this advantage, we can freely consider its connection 
with digital controllers, without changing the time set. 
Generalizing this and considering connection with digital controller, we 
consider a sampled-data system I: in the following form: 
(5) 
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where x, k( 0) E (C[O, h])“c and xd, k E C”” denote, respectively, the contin- 
uous and’discrete state variables. The R, X n, and nd X nd matrices @r(e) 
and Qz( 13) are continuous functions of 0. They are typically of the following 
form: 
a,( 0) = eAc8 + 
/ 
8eAc(Hpr)Hcs(~) dr, 
0 
[B(u)](e) := I,UK(B - T)U(T) d7, 
where H,,(r) and HGd(7) are generalized hold functions. 
We have made and will make the following assumptions: 
A.1* Xd,k does not directly contribute to the continuous-time output 
yk( 0); if necessary, we can always augment the continuous state variable x,. 
A.2. There is no directly sampled input term (this is necessary to assure 
the boundedness of the H”-norm of the system; see, e.g., [4, 7, 81). 
A.3. The kernel function K(r) of the operator B : L’[O, h] + C[O, h] is 
an L2 function; it is typically of the form K(r) = e A=7BC. 
A.4. The system C is exponentially stable. This is equivalent to the 
matrix 
A := @l(h) a2( h) 
A,, A, 1 
(6) 
having its spectrum in the open unit disc; see, e.g., [17]. 
Observe that in the representation above, the intersample parameter 0 
enters as a parameter and not a time variable, so that the system is regarded 
as time-invariant. Actually, what is needed in the sequel is mostly not the 
representation (4) (5) but rather its transfer operator based upon this time 
invariance. To introduce this, let us write the above system as 
!/k = gxk (8) 
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with operators 
Jd: c[o, h] x end + c[o, h] x end, 
a?: L2[0, h] -+ c[o, h] x end, 
8: c[o, h] x @Q --f L2[0, h]. 
For a lifted sequence {+J~]~= r, we introduce its z-transform by 
k=l 
(9) 
Then the input-output relation compatible with (7) (8) is induced by the 
relation 
z-k+1 = G(z)i+), (10) 
where 
G(z) = 5 ‘8S’k-1Bz-k+1 =:D + G,(z), D = SFLL? = C,B. (11) 
k=l 
This expansion converges in the strong operator topology of L(L2[0, h], 
L’[O, h]), at least for sufficiently large z, and is equal to ‘SYz(zZ -J&~S’. 
When such a complex number is substituted for z, it gives an operator from 
L2[0, h] into itself. Note also that, by our hypothesis A.3, the operator D 
above is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator [Id], and hence compact. As can be 
easily seen, each EC& ‘LB goes through sampling, so that it is also compact 
as a finite-rank operator. Hence for every .z at which G(z) is convergent in 
the uniform norm, G(z) is a compact operator. This is clearly guaranteed for 
1 .z 1 > 1 if _aZ is exponentially stable. This implies that for such z, the induced 
norm ]]G(z)ll agrees with the maximal singular value.’ For details, see [18, 
191. 
‘The first author is indebted to P. P. Khargonekar for discussions on this. 
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3. FREQUENCY RESPONSES 
We give two independent notions of frequency response; one is based 
upon lifting and the other upon the impulse modulation formula. 
3.1. Function-Space Approach 
The one based on lifting depends on the following idea: By lifting, we can 
regard the sampled-data system as a time-invariant discrete-time system. 
Therefore, we may consider the asymptotic response against an exponential- 
type input u = {Ak- ‘o$= i. Here 0 is an initial vector, and in the lifting 
setting, it is a function belonging to L’[O, h]. 
Now take any continuous-time exponential function ep*ua, v,, E C”. It is 
easy to see that with lifting this function can be represented in the form of 
geometric series Ak ‘0: 
y(e %I”) = { hk-‘u( e,}“= k 1' A = eph, o( 0) = epeuo. (12) 
Its z-transform is 
(13) 
With this representation, we have the following result for the “steady-state” 
response: 
THEOREM 3.1 [17]. Let G be the transfer operator (11) ofthe system C 
(4)~(5), and let the input u be 
Uk( e) := Ak-‘v( L9), k = 1,2,.... (14) 
Then the output yk( 0) asymptotically approaches 
yk(e) = hk-‘[G(+](e), k = 1,2,.... (15) 
Strictly speaking, the asymptotic response AkP ‘[G( A)u]( 6) is never sta- 
tionary unless A = 1. However, if A is on the unit circle, its modulus 
I[cXA\)~IW~ is stationary (at each sampling time). In other words, when 
1 Al = 1, the essential fart of the asymptotic response is [G( A)w I( 01, and each 
particular response A I[ G( A)u ]( 0) at the k th step is obtained by the phase 
shift with successive multiplication by A. 
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So let G(z) be the transfer operator via lifting as above, and let our input 
function be the sinusoid u(t) = ejwtoO, u0 being an input directional vector 
in C”. Its lifted image flu) and z-transform are given by 
o( 6) = fP%& (16) 
and 
In view of the discussion above, it is natural to introduce the following 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G(~)and{u~<e)}~,, = {hk-‘v(B)}~=, beasabove. 
The steady-state response of G against {uk<O)}~=, is [G(h)w](0). Let w, := 
2n/h. The frequency-response operator is the operator 
G( ejwh ) : P[o, h] --) P[O, h], (17) 
where o satisfies 0 < w < w,. Its gain at ejoh is defined to be 
jlG( ejoh)jl = sup 
(i ELZ[O, hl 
I’“’ r’;;“” . 
V (18) 
Some remarks are in order. If our input is ejWt with w > ws, it is still 
expressible as u,(e) = hk-‘(e-@@), with A = ejwTh, where 0 Q w’ < w, satis- 
fies w = w’ + no, for some integer n. Therefore, the effect of this high- 
frequency input ejw t appears at the frequency ejwJh = ejwh as an alias effect. 
The only difference between ejWt and &“‘t is that the initial intersample 
signal ejme is different from ’ e@’ ’ . But the o erators G(ejoh> and G(ejWfh) 
acting upon them are identical because ’ - ejw e @“h. The definition (18) 
above thus takes all such aliasing effects into account by taking the supremum 
over all 0 E L’[O, h] on the right-hand side. 
Let us guarantee the boundedness of the gain function defined above. 
Recall that, by assumptions Al-A4 in Section 2, & is stable and 9 and ‘8 in 
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(7)--(B) are continuous. By the Neumann series expansion 
G(z) = 5 ‘i3Mk-19~-k+1 
k=I 
(19) 
G(z) is uniformly bounded for 1 z-l 1 < 1, and according to [ll] (see also [3]), 
its H” norm 
IIGII, := sup 
IlG( z)ull 
sup 
I:-‘I< 1 “EL2[0, h] lld I 
(20) 
is finite. Furthermore, by the stability, its domain of analyticity extends to 
)z-~ I < 1, and by the maximum-modulus principle, (20) is equal to 
IlGhn := sup 
IlG( ejoh)vll 
sup 
o<w<w, oeL'[O,hl I llvll . 
This is precisely the supremum of the gain function IIG(ejwh>]] defined by 
(18) on [O, ws>. Therefore, we see that the H”-norm control problem is that of 
minimizing the gains over all frequencies ejwh, 0 < w < w, with all aliasing 
efsects taken into account. This quite natural interpretation in the frequency 
domain is not necessarily apparent in the L2-induced norm formulation in the 
time domain. 
3.2. Interpretation via Sequence Spaces 
Another, seemingly entirely different, interpretation of frequency re- 
sponse is possible. This is based upon the so-called impulse modulation 
formula, and was introduced in [I, 23. Its precise formulation related to the 
impulse modulation formula requires some preliminary (see Section 4 below); 
we here present another viewpoint based upon the steady-state response 
introduced above. 
Let G(z) be the (stable) lifted transfer operator introduced in (11). 
Suppose we input the function ej(“+lws)t, 0 < w < w,, to G. Write w, := w 
+ nw,. Then by Theorem 3.1, we see that its output asymptotically ap- 
proaches 
Yk( 0) = ej(k-Uoh [G(ejmh)ejmfB]( e), k = 1,2, . . . . (22) 
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Here [G(ejWh>ej”@l(O> is a function in L2[0, h]. It follows from a general 
expansion theory (see, e.g., [16]) that the family of functions 
{ ejwne}z= _-m (23) 
constitutes a dense subspace, so that it spans L'[O, h]. Therefore, we can 
expand [G(ej”h>ej”ls](0) in terms of {ej”‘n’}. The notable difference here 
from the standard Fourier series is that they are not mutually orthogonal, 
unless w = 0. However, we can bYpass this problem as follows: Premultiply 
[G(ej”h>#‘fe](0) b Ye -jwe and then expand the resulting function in the 
Fourier series as 
e-jos[G(ejwh)ejw,e](e) = 5 g;ejno,@, (24) 
where the Fourier coefficients g: are determined by 
1 
= ~~he-j~“‘[G(ej”h)Cj”‘8](r) &. (25) 
Therefore, if we change the order of summation (in k and n), the asymptotic 
response becomes 
$(z) = 5 gA E e-jw,8ej(k-l)ohZ-k+l. 
n= -02 k=l 
Since e.i(k- l)wh = .j(k- l)w,h, we have 
e-jonBej(k-l)ohZ-k+l 
k=l 
so that our asymptotic response against ejwlt becomes 
(26) 
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In other words, for any sinusoidal input that belongs to the sideband 
components of e jwt, its response need not be expressed as that containing the 
single frequency, but it is rather expressible as an infinite sum of sinusoids 
that are in the sideband components of e jwt This is another interpretation of . 
the steady-state response given above, and has been used as a basis for the 
definition of frequency response in [l, 21. 
Let us elaborate more upon this. We first show the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.3. Fix any w E [0, ws). Then every cp E L’[O, h] can be ex- 
pressed as 
with 
1 h 
a, = - 
/ h o 
e-j”n’q( T) d7. 
Furthermore, the L2 norm (1 cpI1 is given by 
(28) 
(29) 
Proof The expansion (27) with (28) readily follows from the Fourier 
series expansion of the function e ‘“‘cp(O). Since lle-j”e~lI = llcpll, the iden- 
tity (29) follows immediately from Parseval’s identity. w 
The following proposition is the key to our second definition of the 
frequency response. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G(z) be the stable lifted transfer operator as 
above, and assume that the kernel function K(r) of the operator B (in A.3 in 
Section 2) is continuously differentiable. Suppose that an input 
m 
u(t) = C ultPJlf with 2 lull2 < w (30) 
l= --m I= --m 
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is applied to G(z). Then its corresponding output tends asymptotically to 
(31) 
where gi is given by (25). Furthermore, 
Proof. As seen from (24)-(261, th e asymptotic response is given by 
k = 1,2,.... (33) 
Assuming the interchangeability of summation in n and 1, we see that this is 
equal to 
.-, ( l/-mRIu~) exPb4(k - l)h + 0) +jnw,e] (34) 
because e J(wcnw*)h = ejwh. Hence, combining them together in k and noting 
that t = (k - 1)h + 8, the asymptotic response y is seen to be 
Y(t) = c cc i i C gkul exPW,t), n=-cc ~=--m (36) 
as claimed.2 
We need only guarantee the interchangeability of summation in n and 1 
used above. To this end, it suffices to show that the double summation 
‘A similar formula was given by Goodwin and Salgado [6] for the case of a single sinusoidal 
input; see [I] for more detailed comparison. 
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Xi [gful is absolutely convergent, i.e., 
We recall that Clg:ul is the ith Fourier coefficient of the function 
ej”e[G(ej”h)(C,u,ej”f~ )1(e). Since the input function +l&‘@ is in L’[O, h], 
and it 
E 
oes through the input term via convolution with K(r), the function 
[G(e@ )(C,u,e j”@)](e) is twice differentiable (in the sense of L2, i.e., the 
derivative is absolutely continuous, and the second derivative belongs to 
L2[0,h]>. Now it follows easily from the Fourier analysis [9, p. 241 that this 
Fourier coefficient C,gfuI decays at least as fast as l/i’. This clearly yields 
the estimate (37). 
Finally, according to Lemma 3.3, (32) gives the square of the norm of 
[G(ejUh)(X ,u,ej”@)l(e), and by (20) and (21), this must be finite. n 
REMARK 3.5. The condition that K is continuously differentiable, al- 
though not restrictive, has been used to guarantee the interchangeability of 
the summation order. Actually, if the input u(t) is sufficiently smooth, then 
its corresponding steady-state intersample output [ G(ejwh>(C,u,ejw@>]( 8) is 
sufficiently smooth, and the Fourier coefficient decays as fast as l/i” or 
faster; hence the interchangeability holds. In order to give a well-defined 
meaning to the gain function below, it suffices to have this property for a 
dense subspace of L2[0, h], so we do not assume the continuous differentia- 
bility of K in what follows. 
We have thus established the correspondence in the steady state: 
and this induces a mapping 
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This operator SC,:., : 1’ + 1’ is represented by the following infinite matrix 
tg&di 
(d(4) := (39) 
Note that each component gF, depends on the frequency o. 
We are now ready to introduce our second definition 
response. 
of frequency 
DEFINITION 3.6. Take any w E [O, o,), and let G(z), gm, gL( o> be as 
above. The operator ~5’~ or the matrix (gA( w)) is called the frequency-re- 
sponse operator. The gain of Y,,, is defined to be the I”-induced norm 
From what we have seen in Proposition 3.4, gm or (gL( 0)) is nothing but 
the series representation of the frequency-response operator G(ejwh) defined 
in Definition 3.2. We need to make sure that the gain defined above is finite 
and equal to (18). 
THEOREM 3.7. Let G(z), .kYw be as above. Then for each 0 < o < wS, 
~~~~~~ < 00. Furthermore, 
11~~11 = IlG( eiwh)ll (41) 
and 
(42) 
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Pf-oaf. Let 
u( 0) := Cuzeiwie, Ilull;~ =~I~J” < me (43) 
I I 
Then u E L2[0, h], and by Lemma 3.3, Ilul]~~tO,~I = hCIInl]‘. Furthermore, 
as noted in the proof of Proposition 3.4, 
is nothing but the expansion (in terms of ejwne) of the function [G(ejw”)u](0). 
Therefore, again by Lemma 3.3, 
Il~G(ei~h)~l(~)ll~2~“,h] = h I? I I g g:u, 2. f&-cc l=-rn 
so that 
11~~11 < llG( ejwh)ll, (45) 
where the right-hand side is the gain defined by (18). Moreover, since every 
function u E L2[0, h] can be expanded in terms of the basis ejwne as in (431, 
these two gains actually coincide. 
The identity (42) is then immediate from (41) and (21). n 
This is the gain function introduced in [l, 21, and we have thus proved the 
equivalence of two notions of frequency response and their gain functions. 
Actually, it was introduced using the so-called impulse modulation formulas. 
Its precise relationship to the present treatment is the theme of the next 
section. 
4. RELATIONSHIP WITH FORMULAS VIA 
IMPULSE MODULATION 
We have established the equivalence of two notions of frequency response 
in the preceding section, but in general, the coefficient matrix (g,!J is left to 
be computed. We here show that in some specific cases this coefficient matrix 
can be known explicitly in terms of continuous-time and discrete-time 
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component transfer functions, thereby making the link between the lifting 
and the approach using the impulse modulation [l, 21 more complete. 
We begin with an easy open-loop case. 
4.1. Open-Loop Case 
Consider the open-loop sampled-data system depicted in Figure 1. Here 
F(s) is a strictly proper rational filter, H(s) the transfer function of a 
generalized hold circuit, C(Z) the transfer function of a digital compensator, 
and P(s) the transfer function of a continuous-time plant. For the hold 
circuit H(s), if H(s) =fih(6)](s), h(8) must have support contained in 
[O, h]. Suppose they are all stable. 
Suppose that the input u(t) is given by u(t) = ue@‘. The signal w(t) 
after the filter F(s) asymptotically approaches 
w(t) = F(jo)ueiwt. 
Therefore, after sampling, the discrete-time signal wk becomes 
Wk = ej(k-lW~(jw)u, 
with z-transform 
zF(jw)u 
Z _ ejoh ’ 
k = 1,2,..., (46) 
(47) 
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that, in the steady state, the signal {ok] becomes 
_?+I] = 
zC( e+Jh) F(jw)u 
z _ ejwh . (48) 
F(s) 
w(t) / wk 
P(s) 
y(t) 
FIG. 1. Open-loop system. 
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By going through the hold circuit H(s), this becomes 
4 @ICC Ph) qj+ 
z - ejwh 
which is precisely the lifted image of the continuous-time signal x(t). Now 
expand epjweh(0) in Fourier series as 
It follows that 
= t h,c(ejwh)F(jw)uej(k-l)whej(w+nw,)e ( n= --m 
= e h,C( ejwh) F(jw)u exp(jw,t). 
n= --m 
(50) 
By Lemma 3.3, 
h( 0) de = $H(jw,) 
because h(t) is zero outside [O, h]. Combining this with the action by P(s), 
we see that our asymptotic response y(t) is given by 
y(t) = 2 P(jo,,)aH(jw,)CoF(jw)li)C(~j~h)~(~~)~exp(lo,,t). (51) 
n= --3c 
Replacing w by q = w + 1 w,~, we get 
y(t) = c P(io,)~H(iw.)C(rl’“)F(jwi)llerp(jo,t). (52) 
n= --m 
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as the response against u exp( wit). In other words, for the coefficient gk of 
the operator gW, we have obtained 
(53) 
This is the formula derived in [l] using the impulse modulation. To define the 
norm of this transfer function at e Jwh, the Z2-induced norm is actually 
introduced there by ranging over signals of form Cule@ft. As we have seen 
already, this agrees with that given via lifting in Definition 3.2. 
REMARK 4.1. Two remarks are in order. One may notice that Lemma 3.3 
is valid for any choice of o. Therefore, this choice is also left arbitrary in the 
computation above. However, only when we expand h( 0) in terms of e@ne is 
the resulting expansion synchronous to ejck- ‘jwh, and does it yield the time 
function &t. In other words, if we do not insist on the continuity in the 
resulting expansion, we can choose a different w, and get quite a different 
formula. Of course, the resulting expansion will not be combined together to 
form a sum of ejwnt, but it still gives a legitimate expansion. This situation 
need not be obvious from the impulse modulation formula. 
The second point to be noted here is why such continuous signals @‘it 
can be recovered although intersample information is lost after sampling. To 
see this, let us note that sampled frequency information ejwh is maintained. 
By going through a hold circuit, it is recovered to a continuous-time signal. 
However, for given sampled frequency information ejwh, there are infinitely 
many intersample signals that are synchronous to e .Kk-l)wh, i.e., , ejwiO 1 = 
0, * 1, f 2, . . . . In general, all such candidates (according to the expansion 
in Lemma 3.3) appear in the resulting expansion, and they lead to the 
infinite-sum expression as given above. This is how and why the higher-order 
sideband components appear in the expansion of the steady-state response. 
4.2. The Closed-Loop Case 
We now consider the closed-loop case. For simplicity, we confine our- 
selves to the simple unity-feedback system shown in Figure 2. 
Here F(s) is a strictly proper rational prefilter, C(z) is a digital compen- 
sator, H(s) is the transfer function of a hold circuit such that 
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FIG. 2. Closed-loop system. 
and P(s) is a strictly proper continuous-time plant. Further, let S*(z) be the 
pulse transfer matrix from wk to ek of the closed-loop system. We assume 
that the closed-loop system is internally stable. As is well known, this is 
determined by the behavior at sampled instants, so that, assuming no 
pole-zero cancellation, this is equivalent to S*(z) having no poles of modulus 
greater than or equal to 1 (the poles of S*(z) are precisely those of (6); e.g., 
[17]). We do not assume stability of C(z) or P(S) by themselves, but assume 
instead P(s) and C(z) have no poles at jw and ejwh, respectively, for any w. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let C(z), F(s), H(s), P(s), and S*(z) be as above. For 
any input u(t) = u exp(jw,t), the steady-state response is given by 
y(t) = c $r(jW.)H(iW.)C(ej”h)S*(ejwh)F(~~~)uexp(jW~t), 
,l= --a 
(55) 
so that 
g: = P(jw,)~H(jw,)C(ej~~‘)S*(ej~~‘)F(j~~). (56) 
Proof. Exactly in the same way as in the open-loop case, we obtain 
x(t) = C tH(jcO,L)C(ejY’L )S* ( ejwh) F( jq)u exp(jo,t). (57) 
n.= --m 
in the steady state. The only difference here from the open-loop case is that 
we have replaced C(z) by C(z)S*(z), which gives rise to the signal vk. By 
the closed-loop stability, this is well defined and is finite. This, along with 
condition (541, pl’ rm les that (57) defines a locally square-integrable function. 
Now since the closed-loop system is assumed to be internally stable, we have 
G(s) = P(s)x^(s) (56) 
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in the steady state. Since P(s) does not possess poles on the imaginary axis, 
this relationship extends to the imaginary axis and yields 
4( jw) = P(jw) Z( jo). 
Taking the inverse Laplace transforms, we obtain 
Equation (56) is now obvious from this. 1 
REMARK 4.3. We note that Leung et al. [IO] derived a power evaluation 
formula for the H” performance evaluation against bandlimited input signals 
using a similar formula as above. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have established the equivalence between two types of frequency-re- 
sponse functions, and derived some related formulas. This allows for two 
types of interpretations of steady-state response, and also gives a connection 
with the impulse modulation formulas. 
The next question is how to compute this frequency response. Unlike the 
usual time-invariant continuous-time case, this is nontrivial. In the second 
definition via Z2-induced norms, one can truncate the problem at some finite 
size, and then compute its singular value [l]. An alternative way is presented 
in [I9]; this method, via lifting, derives a finite-dimensional eigenvalue 
problem, upon which a y-iteration is possible. However, this finite-dimen- 
sional eigenvalue problem depends also on 7, and one has to iterate also on 
o. So deriving a more efficient algorithm is a theme for future study. 
‘fhe authors wish to thank Dr. T. Hagiwara for helpful discussions; they 
also thank the anonymous referee for his comments that enhanced the clarity 
of exposition. 
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